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Dear Sir/Ma’am, 

 

Subject: Requesting you to participate in competition exam to find Mr. /Miss intelligent 2019   

 

People without the understanding of their past, history, origin and culture is like a tree without 
roots. The aim of education should be Wisdom of values, not only facts. Education is not just 
about going to school and getting a degree, but it should be about widening your knowledge and 
understanding the truth about life. You become valuable because of the knowledge that you have. 
And that doesn’t mean you won’t fail sometimes. The important thing is to keep trying. 

We are working specially for enhancement in concentration, memory retention, learning ability and 
holistic brain development. In this contest students will participate in UDAAN-The Power for 
improving their language skills (grammar and vocabulary), mental math’s (logical and reasoning 
ability), and general awareness and current affairs. 

We are organizing an interschool competition test named UDAAN-The Power to find Mr. /Miss 
Intelligent 2019. 

By participating into this exam students will get experience and confidence to participate in 

upcoming competition exams. 

 

Wisdom of mind is working on brain and behavior of individuals. One of our program is to improve 
the concentration power and memorization ability of the human’s BRAIN. It is very beneficial for 
each and every individual to activate their mind for optimal performance to get more attention, 
alertness and performance. We deliver contents with scientific methods and techniques regarding 
how an individual can enhance their memory power 2-3 times more than normal. The workshop 
that we shall produce a noticeable and immediate effect in the lives of participants who join the 
workshop. 

We already have taken number of Brain-balancing sessions in the well reputed organizations like 
AIIMS Delhi, PGIMS Rohtak, NDRF, BSF, HAU, GJU, IIT’s and some other MNC’s, Universities 
and process is going on. 

After the exam special workshop will be organized to improve intelligence with the help of brain 
exercise, memory management tools, mind training, brain balancing, brain activation and various 
proven methods to improve the learning ability of participants. 

We are providing teachers’ training programs, and other sessions specially designed for students, 
parents and professionals which will enhance their capabilities in terms of mind capabilities, 
personal growth and professional growth. 

As our social responsibility, we are giving special training to blind persons through which they are 

able to see like others and they recognize colors and able to read newspapers. It’s free of cost for 

visually impaired. At our Hisar branch we give this special treatment to empower them to join 

main-stream. 

This Charity event, with your valuable support will help us to move faster to help society. 

 

 

 

http://www.wisdomofmind.com/
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Rules and Regulations. 

1. Any student from 3rd to 12th standard can register. 
2. Three groups are there- 

i. Junior Group (standard 3,4 and 5) 
ii. Middle Group (standard 6,7 and 8) 
iii. Senior Group (standard 9,10,11 and 12) 

3. There will be three rounds. 
4. First round will be in your home town and rest will be at Wisdom of Mind branch offices. 
5. Syllabus is Linguistic skills, Mental Mathematics, reasoning and G.K. 
6. There will be 60 MCQ’s weightage of 1 mark, duration 60 minutes with negative marking 

weightage 0.25 mark for wrong answer. 
7. Winners will get Prize worth 21,000/-, 11,000/-, 5000/- securing First, Second and Third 

position respectively. 
8. Registration charges 100/- INR per participant. 
9. Each participant will get certificate of participation. 
10. Pattern of exam will be common to all competitive exam. 

Benefits of participants. 

1. Students will get more confident for future competitive exams.  
2. They will get experience to attempt on OMR sheets.  
3. They will improve their grammar and linguistic skills 
4. Will improve their vocabulary. 
5. Will improve their logical intelligence and reasoning capabilities. 
6. Will learn something useful out of their regular studies. 
7. May develop interest of watching news for current affairs.  
8. Will get certificate of participation. 

 

To book your seat please click here. 

http://www.wisdomofmind.com/udan.php 

 

 

Thanks and regards: 

 

Jeetender Kumar, 

Regional Head, North India,  

Wisdom of Mind. 
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